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GUADALOUPE PROVISIONALS AND THEIR
MINOR VARIATIONS.

(BY HENRY HFCHLEI.)
The old issue of the stamps of this French Colony-

that bqaring the 6gures of Mercury m ith winged ankles
and of Liberty-of the values of 30c. and 35c., unper-
forated, were surcharged to serve provisionally, in black,
as follows:--

A rectangle a little smal)er than the stamp was divided
horiuontally by a line into two sections, the upper of
which bore the letters "G. P. E." in thin Roman capitals,
and the lower, the new value, in large figures. The 30c.
was thus altered to 20c., and the 35c. to 25c. Besides
these two general types the figures used varied, being
lwar and broader-fteed in some than in others. Thus
in the 20t. on 30c. the figure "2" is muela larger than
the 0 0 " standing beside it and than the - 20 " on other
stamps even on the samne sheet and line (example 20-20).
The same differences appear respecting the "0 " in souri
of the stamps of the samesurcharge-viz.: 20, 20 and W0.
AU the same sorts of variations also occur in the 2s. and
5a. in the sureharges of " 25 " on the 35c. atamp& We
bave thus this surcharge as follows:-" 25," "25,' "25."
Other mariations am to be noted in the lines composing

8
the rectangular frame of the above surcharges. These
is the 20 on 30c. with the large '' 2," as above noted, the -
to and bottom lines are pieced in the middle, the right 4
haif cf the top and the left half of the bottom lin.
being double the thickness of the other halves respeet-
ively. The same difference is observable also in those of
25 on 30e. where the "2" is larger. The 20 on 30c. with
the large "0," and the 25 on 35c. with the large "5" '
have the left side lines heavier than the others. In ail '

the other varieties of these surcharges the lines com- g
posing the rectangular frame are equal and ight.

We have pointed out these distinctions for the infor-
mation of our philatelie friends, and we hope that they
will observe these variations carefully in arranging their
albums as dealers vote them in their catalogues, and
each variation is a clear difference.

DEFECTS OF OUR POSTAL ADMINISTRATION. '

There are several matters in connection with the
administration of postal affairs in this Dominion which
are seriou. drawbacks to the efficiency of the depart-
ruent and inccnvenient to the publie.

One is that the largest value of single stampo is only
15 cents. It frequently occurs that a mt a
auount ii required to prepay postage on a s'nle -
age. A regulation of the deparment makes it impera-
tive that ail stamps shall be on the front or direa n
side of a letter or package. It is manifestly impossible
to do this in cases where the direction alone-*eqpeially.
to foreign countries--ocupies several lines, or nmiy
the whole face, as it often does. Other couñitries-evem
the simall West India and other colonies-have stamps
of a nuch higher value, some of them as high as
Canada should provide stamps at least up to $1. A 25., i
a 50c. and Si stamp are much needed, and at once.

In this connection we cali attention to another evil. 3
That is that the sale of stam iu large cities, instead of 'i.

being conducted by salari officials, is put into the "
hands of private persons, who are %llowed a comeiasian
of 3 % on their sales. As these persons *ave their own

rivate business to attend to they generally keep onl a
ew stanps on hand at a time, and those of the iler à

denomination.s. We may instance a case-une of many-
that recently oceurred in this city. A pemn ha4 a
smal package to mail the postage on whielb was over
SI besides the 5c. registration stamp Straro as it may
soem it is nevertheless true that at the place for boying
stamps in the central post-office nothing larger than a
5c. stamp could be obtained! The required stamps to
send that package oovered every part of its surface, and
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